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What saves energy
on heating systems?

Version 2022-1211EN



Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts.

What saves more than 10% on heating costs?
To minimize heating costs by 30-50% needs higher investments.
Fossil fuels are not the best basis for efficient heating technology..
Economic efficiency can be achieved in 5-6 years.
      

When are operating costs too high?
Comparative values are hardly to find. The consumption of fos-
sill energy sources must be expensive. Energy sources, age of 
boilers, maintenance and the technical construction does show 
indications and potential for savings.

How do I implement savings measures immediately?
At first optimization helps. Heating control, flue gas flaps, mainte-
nance, decoupling in multi-boiler systems, sequential switching, 
thermal insulation, hydraulic balancing, flow temperature are just 
a start.

„Small optimization with 10% savings,
is not reducing enough carbon dioxide emission.“

>>

>>

BIM Manager can ban CO2

„Settings & fittings are not present?
Then potentials to reduce expenses are missing. „



Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts. Zebtec™ - Die TGA Experten.

What do BIM Manager provide individually?
It is complex to develop saving measures. Operators have to dis-
cuss how to operate buildings. Other topics are waste heat, solar 
thermal energy, heat pumps, other heating surfaces, hydraulics or 
minimized heat losses. We can reach your goals even with photo-
voltaic operated facilities.

>>

>>

Where see builders more?
Here you are - for you prepared.
Click the Clapperboard or scan 
the code.

Where do builders order?
Here with us. Please click the 
trolley or scan the code.

„Be sure. Climate protection makes 
certain energy sources expensive. „

Film?

Order?

https://youtu.be/tdrP6EaTdMg
https://zebtec.co.za/en/bim-manager-operational/
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Zebtec™ The BIM Manager has extensive prac-
tical experience in technical building equipment 
and plant construction. He listens, explains and 
realizes. „Those who don‘t keep up with the times,  
will disappear with time“ (Schiller)

Abbreviations explained

BIM Building Information Modeling
TGA Technische Gebäude Ausrüstung
MEP Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing

Goal oriented. Factual. Sympathetic.

Shopping trolleys helps per click to reserve or order.

QR-codes finds contact via tablet or smartphone,
as well as film or informations.

Clapperboards find short films per click.

Milestones guide the way.
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